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Structuring space into
good neighbourhoods
Work has significantly changed in the last decade, but

satisfied and engaged they are in their work. Share It

most office spaces have not. A balance between open

Collection provides choice by structuring space into

and private spaces empowers employees to choose the

“good neighbourhoods:” places where individuals and

best space for their needs. The more choice and control

teams feel comfortable to interact, share and focus.

employees have over their work experience, the more
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Percentage of highly engaged workers
who have control over where and how they
work in the office, depending on the task.
Steelcase Global Report: Engagement
and the Global Workplace, 2016.
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Share It Workstations
The center of the neighbourhood is the Share It Workstation, a place
that welcomes users to an experience where their needs have been
carefully considered. It features an integrated fixed-height desk or
height-adjustable desk that encourages posture change, along with
inviting light at the workstation, privacy for focused work, storage for
personal items and areas to share information with others.
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CHANGE POSTURES
Integration of height-adjustable desks
allows a seamless transition between
seated and standing work without
leaving the workstation, which supports
wellbeing within the neighbourhood.

PERSONAL STORAGE
Laterals, drawers and towers keep items
within reach and provide the ability to
lock and store devices and belongings.
The open shelves provide space for
storage or display.

COLLABORATE
Lounge seating with a whiteboard
provides a comfortable space for quick
collaboration or an area to focus away
from the group.

Share It
Collaborative Elements

Every neighbourhood needs an area where
people can come together and create. Share It
Collaborative Elements support teams within the
open plan, allowing groups to share both analogue
and digital information in a more private setting with
an acoustic shroud.
Available in seated or standing height, with an
integrated meeting table and lounge furniture at the
back side, the Collaborative Element empowers
workers with choice and control over where and
how they work. Whiteboards and monitors make
it easy to stay connected. Share content during a
meeting or use it to quickly inform neighbourhood
residents of updates and changes on a project.
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Configuration Thought Starters
The perfect elements for a good neighbourhood.
The extensive statement of line of Share It Collection offers a wide range
of possibilities. The following show a few of the configuration options.

WORKSTATION ELEMENTS

OPEN WORKSPACES

PRIVATE WORKSPACES

COLLABORATIVE ELEMENTS
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STATEMENT OF LINE

FREESTANDING LATERAL

DESK INTEGRATED STORAGE

COLLABORATIVE STORAGE

COMPATIBLE DESKS, BENCHES AND MEETING TABLES

SUSTAINABILITY

WORKSTATIONS

At its heart, sustainability at Steelcase is about people. It’s about creating
and supporting the economic, environmental and social conditions that
allow people and communities to reach their full potential.
Research and insights direct our path. It’s not only about creating
goods, it’s about creating good. It’s not only about creating value, it’s
about living our values. It’s not just about reducing our footprint, it’s about
expanding our reach. It’s about creating lasting and meaningful change
to enable the long-term wellbeing of current and future generations.

Height: H415mm
Width: W800, W1000mm
Depth: D434mm

Height: H415mm
Width: W1200, W1400, W1600mm
Depth: D434mm

STORAGE WITH BAG DROP

Height: H415mm
Width: W1400, W1600mm
Depth: D434mm

Ology desk

Ology bench

STORAGE WITH HUTCH

Innovative products and solutions result. In the development of our
products, we work to consider each stage of the life cycle: from materials
extraction, production, transport, use and reuse, until the end of its life.
We demonstrate performance through third-party verified certifications
and voluntary product declarations.
Steelcase’s sustainability promises, actions, and results are communicated
in an annual Corporate Sustainability Report.

Height: H375mm
Width: W1200, W1400, W1600mm
Hutch Depth: D209mm I Overall Depth: D434mm

Hutch Height: H750, H900, H1125mm I Overall Height: H1165, H1340, H1540mm
Width: W1200, W1400, W1600mm
Hutch Depth: D209mm I Overall Depth: D434mm

OVERHEAD STORAGE

COLLABORATIVE HUTCH

Hutch Height: H1125, H1500mm I Overall Height: H1540, H1915mm
Width: W1200, W1400, W1600mm
Depth: D418mm

Hutch Height: H1125, H1500mm I Overall Height: H1540, H1915mm
Width: W1400, W1600mm
Hutch Depth: D209mm I Overall Depth: D434mm

FrameOne desk

FrameOne bench

FrameFour desk

FrameFour bench

B-Free desk

B-Free desk
back-to-back

COLLABORATIVE ELEMENT

PERSONAL TOWER

FrameFour rectangular
meeting table

B-Free high table

Height: H790, H1165, H1365, H1540, H1915mm
Width: W400mm
Depth: D434mm
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